
AUDIENCE 
RESPONSE 
SYSTEM

ResponseCard LT is the latest cost-effective clicker. LT 
utilizes the same, reliable radio frequency 
technology as standard clickers, but has been 
reengineered to incorporate cost reductions that 
ensure reliability of response transmission in a 
durable, compact case.
Optimized for any size presentation environment, 
ResponseCard LT operates on patented two-way RF 
technology. An LED light on the clicker indicates that 
responses have been received. ResponseCard LT 
features a simple, five button input to facilitate easy 
participant responding. Its compact size makes LT 
easy to transport and equip in any environment.

ResponseCard LT Specs

Height   :   2.9 inches (74 mm)
Width    :   1.8 inches (45 mm)
Depth    :   0.28 inches (7 mm)
Weight  :   0.7 ounce (19.8 grams)

•  6 keys (1/A - 5/E, Ch)
•  Programmable with ResponseCard Programmer

One coin cell CR2032, average life 12 months.
Deep sleep mode when not in use.

• Select a channel in less than five seconds, 
indicating session choice

• Select a channel anytime - for new entrants to 
join session midway

• Channel selection is preserved until changed by 
moderator

SIZE & WEIGHT DISPLAY

200' radius (400' coverage).
RANGE

INPUT CAPABILITY

BATTERY & POWER

USER IDENTIFICATION

LED Light. Participants receive answer confirmation 
on ResponseCard through two-way communication. 
Successful transmissions are acknowledged on the 
participant’s keypad via 3 seconds green light signal.

1000 Participants/RF Receiver

Multiple Choice, Multiple Response, True/False, 
Yes/No, Right/Wrong, Matching, Priority Ranking etc.

RF TECHNOLOGY

PARTICIPATION

QUESTION TYPES

• 25 channels
• Fully FCC, CE and Industry Canada certified
• Will not interfere with other technologies
• Not limited to line-of-sight transmission
• Ability to prohibit audience from channel 

changing

RECEIVER COMPATIBILITY
• RF+ Receiver (RRRF-03)
• RF Receiver (RRRF-04)
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From Turning Technologies, USA

78% MARKET SHARE WORLDWIDE 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY 



FULFILL YOUR 
EVERY NEED

TurningPoint is a desktop application that 
provides a rich product experience. Access 
your files online or set an offline password to 
have full functionality in any environment.
Whether you’re teaching, training or 
presenting, TurningPoint improves the 
success of your learners. The easy-to-use 
polling software provides enhanced tools to 
engage with your audience and identify their 
understanding. TurningPoint gathers detailed 
reports for meaningful decision-making data, 
important to you and your organization.

Functions:
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Polling Options
PowerPoint Polling: Deliver interactive powerpoint presentations using seamlessly created PowerPoint slides or imported 
TurningPoint questionlist.
AnyWhere Polling: Polling on webpages, documents, videos and any other application.
SelfPaced Polling: Poll assessments, evaluations and surveys that require participants to work at their own pace.

Question Types
Multiple choice, multiple responses, true/false, yes/no, right/wrong, short answer, essay, demographic assignment, priority ranking, 
likert, analogy, word scramble and moment to moment question types.

Charts
Vertical, Horizontal, 3D Pie, Distributed Pie, Offset, Doughnut, Response Only.

Animated Charts
3D Column, 2D Column, 3D Pie, 2D Pie, 3D Doughnut, 2D Doughnut, 2D Bar.

Participant monitor
To view live score of participants.

Countdown Timer
Allocate timer to questions in many shapes such as square, clock, letter and gemstone.

Competition
Team assignment, participant leader board, team leader board, team MVP board, fastest responders, racing leader board and wager.

Import questions
Document files, turning point file, examview file, question point file, rich text file, QTI file.

Participant list
Create, manage participant list, can be imported/exported to CSV and excel formats.

Response Statistics 
Mean, Median, Variance, Standard Deviation.

Result 
Question-wise, participant-wise, detailed report (summary), demography-wise, team-wise, demographic comparison, comparative result,
team points, session log report. Can be exported to CSV, excel and HTML formats.
Operating System
Windows 7/8 /10 and upgradable.


